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ABSTRACT In general, changes in the multitemporal synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images are detected
by classifying the SAR ratio images into the changed and unchanged classes. However, multitemporal SAR
images have either increase or decrease in the backscattering values. Therefore, the changed areas can be
further classified into positive and negative changed classes. This paper presents an unsupervised change
detection approach for detecting the positive and negative changes based on a multi-objective evolutionary
algorithm. In this paper, the widely adopted mean-ratio and log-ratio operators are extended to generate SAR
ratio images for distinguishing the positive and negative changes. In order to reduce the corruption of speckle
noise present in the multitemporal SAR images, a fuzzy cluster validity index is established to exploit local
spatial and gray level information. Then the objective functions are simultaneously optimized by a multi-
objective evolutionary algorithm. The experimental results on two simulated data sets and three real SAR
data sets confirm the effectiveness of the proposed method.

INDEX TERMS Evolutionary algorithm, image change detection, multi-objective optimization, synthetic
aperture radar.

I. INTRODUCTION
Image change detection is a process that detects the changes
between two multitemporal images of the same scene. By the
end of the last decades, change detection in remote sensing
images [1]–[6] has become increasingly important in the
field of satellite image processing with the development of
remote sensing technology. Synthetic aperture radar (SAR)
images [7]–[18] have become valuable sources of informa-
tion in change detection because SAR systems can keep
working in various weather conditions and are not affected by
cloud cover or different sunlight conditions, which can make
up the shortage of optics and infrared remote sensing. Gener-
ally speaking, the process of change detection in SAR images
includes the following two steps. First, an intermediate image
is generated from two multitemporal SAR images. The ratio
operator is a well-known technique used in the process of
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image change detection. Second, in most literatures, the inter-
mediate image is segmented into the unchanged and changed
classes as the problem is usually viewed as a binary classifi-
cation problem.

Due to the fact that SAR images suffer from speckle noise,
it is rather difficult to do such segmentation. The source
of speckle noise can be attributed to random interference
between the coherent returns issued from the numerous scat-
terers present on a surface. Speckle noise manifests itself in
the form of a random pixel-to-pixel variation with statistical
properties similar to those of thermal noise and makes it
difficult to visually and automatically interpret SAR data
[19]. To overcome the defect inherently characterizing SAR
images, in many literatures, researchers have tried to utilize
different algorithms to reduce the corruption of the speckle
noise. In the first step, the mean-ratio (MR) operator [10]
and log-ratio (LR) operator [13] are well-known techniques
for producing SAR ratio image because of the multiplicative
nature of speckle. In the second step, the ratio image can be
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analyzed by using image segmentation methods. One of the
popular methods to identify the changes is the thresholding
approach, such as Ostu, the Kittler and Illingworth minimum
error thresholding algorithm, and the expectation maximiza-
tion (EM) algorithm. They are carried out by applying a
thresholding procedure to the histogram of the SAR ratio
image. The decision of an accuratemodel to fit the two classes
is important. Bazi et al. [14] used the Generalized Gaussian
distribution to model the changed and unchanged classes.
And many probability density function such as Log normal,
Generalized Gaussian, Nakagami ratio, and Weibull ratio
were investigated to model the distribution of the two classes
in [15]. In [16], Hu and Ban proposed an automatic and effec-
tive approach to the thresholding of the log-ratio operator
whose histogram may be multimodal. Furthermore, the clus-
tering approaches are also widely used in change detection,
which do not involve such a process to build a model. In order
to be robust to noise, many algorithms incorporating local
information were proposed in recent years [17], [20], [21].
In [21], Gong et al. proposed a reformulated fuzzy local-
information C-means (RFLICM) for classifying changed and
unchanged areas, which incorporates the information about
spatial context by adding a new fuzzy factor into its objective
function for the purpose of enhancing the changed informa-
tion and reducing the effect of speckle noise. In [12], [17],
Markov random field (MRF) based change detection algo-
rithms were proposed to combat speckle noise, which pro-
vides a basis for modeling information about the mutual
influences among image pixels. And non-local means (NLM)
that utilizes nonlocal relationship between image pixels were
also used in many change detection techniques [9], [12].

In some cases, the multitemporal SAR images have either
increase or decrease in the backscattering values. Therefore
SAR image change detection is expected to be developed
for three-class classification problems, i.e., the changed class
is further classified into the positive and negative changed
classes. In the thresholding based change detection methods,
changes are assumed to be on one side of the histogram
of the SAR ratio image, which is not true for all change
detection problem [18]. In particular, changes may be present
on both sides of the histogram of the SAR ratio image and
two decision thresholds should be used to detect the changes.
In the clustering based change detection methods for three
classes, the initial number of the cluster centers should be set
three to classify the SAR ratio images into three classes.

For detecting positive and negative changes, no single
validity measure works well on different kinds of SAR data
sets [9], [12], [21], and what’s worse, it makes the change
detection problem complicated to subdivide the changed
areas. In this paper, we adopt an evolutionary multi-objective
approach and show how it can be successfully used to detect
the positive and negative changes. Multi-objective evolu-
tionary algorithms (MOEAs) can optimize several conflict-
ing objectives simultaneously and are able to generate a
set of non-dominated solutions in a single run [22], [23].
MOEAs have been successfully applied inmany applications,

such as data clustering [24]. MOEA-based clustering algo-
rithms have found many applications for segmentation
of color images, MRI medical imagery [25], [26] and
remote sensing imagery [27], [28]. Handl and Knowles pro-
posed a multi-objective clustering technique with automatic
k-determination (MOCK) [29], and it considers a cluster-
ing task as a multi-objective optimization problem solv-
ing data clustering problems unconventionally and shows
good performance. Bandyopadhyay et al. [27] used the
Xie-Beni (XB) index [30] and the fuzzy C-means (FCM)
measure [31] as the objective functions for pixel classi-
fication in remote sensing images. There are also several
multi-objective methods which use more than two objective
functions. Three validity indices, viz., XB index, the FCM
measure and PBM index have been optimized simultane-
ously in [26]. Furthermore, several MOEAs have been used
as the fundamental optimization tool for multi-objective
clustering. The MOCK algorithm used pareto envelope-
based selection algorithm-II (PESA-II) [32] for the clus-
tering problem. Non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm-II
(NSGA-II) [33] has been employed in [25], [28], [34] as the
underlying optimization tool.

In this paper, a novel change detection technique is pro-
posed to detect the positive and negative changes in multitem-
poral SAR images. In the proposed method, the MR operator
and the LR operator are modified to contain the positive
and negative change information. Due to the presence of
the speckle noise, single validity measure does not work
well to detect the positive and negative changes. Therefore,
in this paper, a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm based
on local information is proposed to optimize multiple validity
measures simultaneously. The FCM measure, the XB index
and the FCM based local term are used as the objective
functions. Finally, the proposed method is able to obtain a
set of nondominated solutions for representing the trade-off
among these objectives.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: The back-
ground knowledge is described in Section II. Section III
introduces the generation of ratio images and the proposed
multiobjective clustering method in detail. Experimental set-
tings are shown in Section IV and experimental results are
described in Section V. Finally, concluding remarks are given
in Section VI.

II. BACKGROUND
Without loss of generality, the multi-objective optimization
problems (MOPs) in this paper can be set for minimization.
An MOP can be stated as

min F(x) = (f1(x), · · · , fm(x))T

subject to x ∈ � (1)

where� is the feasible space, x is a solution to theMOP,Rm is
the objective space, and the F : �→ Rm consists of m real-
valued objective functions. In most instances, the objectives
in an MOP are contradictory to each other, which means no
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point in feasible space can minimize all the objectives simul-
taneously. Hence, multi-objective optimization [22], [35] are
designed to find the best trad-off relationship among them
simultaneously.

For minimization, a solution xu is said to dominate another
solution xv, if and only if

∀i = 1, 2, · · · ,m fi(xu) ≤ fi(xv)

∃j = 1, 2, · · · ,m fi(xu) < fi(xv) (2)

And a point x∗ in � is called a Pareto optimal solution
to (1) on condition that there is no such point x in � that
makes F(x) dominate F(x∗). Then F(x∗) is termed as Pareto
optimal vector. The objectives in a Pareto optimal vector
have such relationship: a decrease in one objective causes an
increase in the others. All the Pareto optimal points constitute
a set called Pareto optimal set [36], and their corresponding
Pareto optimal objective vectors are called the Pareto optimal
front (PF) [36].

For multi-objective optimization, it has been recognized
that evolutionary algorithms (EAs) are well suited because
EAs can deal with a set of possible solutions simultane-
ously [23], [35]. Since [37], various EAs to deal with MOPs
have been proposed such as [33], [38]–[41] and these EAs are
termed as multi-objective evolutionary algorithms (MOEAs).
MOEAs seek to obtain a set of Pareto optimal solutions for
approximating the true PF in a single run. For change detec-
tion in SAR images, the techniques that optimize a single
objective may not provide satisfactory result on different data
sets. MOEAs can simultaneously optimize several objectives
and user usually can choose a suitable one from the final
change detection results.

III. METHODOLOGY
In this section, the proposed change detection algorithm for
detection the positive and negative changes is described. First,
the generation of the ratio images is stated. Next, the choice of
objective functions is given. Then the formulas for updating
the membership values are shown. Finally, an evolutionary
algorithm is used to search the optimal cluster centers.

The proposed algorithm for SAR image change detection is
described in Algorithm 1. In the proposed change detection
framework, three conflicting objective functions are opti-
mized by MOEAs simultaneously which builds a population
of competing individuals and ranks them on the basis of non-
dominance. A real-coded crossover andmutation operator are
used in the proposed method. The nondominated solutions
among the parent and child population are propagated to the
next generation. The better individuals remain unknown until
all candidates are sorted and assigned a crowding distance and
non-domination level. Parents are selected for mating using a
tournament selection operator which uses the rank and crowd-
ing distance of individuals. The offsprings are generated from
the selected parents. Then the offsprings are evaluated on the
objective functions. Following this, they are combined with
the parent generation. The combined population is then sorted
into dominance ranks.

Algorithm 1 Algorithm of Detecting Positive and Nega-
tive Changes
Input: Np: population size, maxgen: max generation

number.
Output: Change detection maps.

1 Step 1) Generate the SAR ratio image IR by
Eq. (6) or Eq. (8) described in Section II.

2 Step 2) Initialization: Set t = 0, generate the initial
population P0 with size Np.

3 Step 3) Cycling
4 Step 3.1) Create a new population of offspring with the
implementation of crossover, mutation, and selection
operators.

5 Step 3.2) Combine the parents and offspring to create
the next population.

6 Step 4) If t < maxgen then t = t + 1 and go to Step 3)
for the next cycle, otherwise, stop the algorithm and go
to next step.

7 Step 5) Obtain the membership partition matrix with the
best cluster centers. The change detection maps are
generated according to the membership partition matrix.

A. GENERATING THE RATIO IMAGES FOR DETECTING
POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE CHANGES
Let us consider two coregistered SAR images, IA = {IA(i, j),
1 ≤ i ≤ H , 1 ≤ j ≤ W } and IB = {IB(i, j), 1 ≤ i ≤ H ,
1 ≤ j ≤ W } of size H ×W . Both of them are acquired over
the same geographical area at two different times t1 and t2,
respectively. For a SAR image, the image intensity I is related
to the underlying backscattering coefficient X by the multi-
plicative model

I = FX (3)

where F is the normalized fading speckle-noise random
variable.

SAR ratio images are obtained by applying a pixel-by-pixel
ratio operator to the considered multitemporal SAR images.
However, for change detection in SAR images, it is difficult to
undertake a precise detection due to the existence of speckle,
and some unchanged areas may falsely detected, whereas
some changed areas may be undetected [42]. Since the ratio
method is sensitive to speckle noise, the ratio images are
usually shown in a mean or a logarithmic scale. The mean-
ratio image IMR is commonly given by [10]

IMR = 1−min
(
µA

µB
,
µB

µA

)
(4)

where µA and µB represent the local mean values of multi-
temporal SAR images IA and IB, respectively.
Furthermore, the log-ratio method is also robust to speckle

noise. With the LR operator, the multiplicative speckle noise
can be transformed in an additive noise component and the
range of variation of the ratio image will be compressed and
thereby enhances the low-intensity pixels. The information
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FIGURE 1. Schematic plots for change detection.

of background is relatively flat on account of the logarithmic
transformation. The log-ratio image ILR is widely used by
many researchers, which is commonly given as

ILR =

∣∣∣∣log IBIA
∣∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣∣log FBFA + log

XB
XA

∣∣∣∣ (5)

As shown in Fig. 1(a), in the two-class SAR image
change detection, the unchanged pixels show small values
and changed pixels show larger values by using the MR
operator in Eq. (4) and the LR operator in Eq. (5). However,
Eq. (4) and Eq. (5) do not consider the positive and negative
changes of the considered multitemporal SAR images. As
shown in Fig. 1(b), we expect that the positive changed pixels
present large positive values and the negative changed pixels
present negative values with large absolute values. Therefore,
the unchanged pixels exhibit smaller absolute values. We
need to modify Eq. (4) and Eq. (5) to generate ratio images,
which can represent the positive and negative change infor-
mation. In the MR operator, the values of µA and µB should
be compared to distinguish the positive and negative changes.
The above formula in Eq. (4) can be rewritten as

IMR =


1−min

(
µA

µB
,
µB

µA

)
, if µB > µA

−

[
1−min

(
µA

µB
,
µB

µA

)]
, if µA ≥ µB

(6)

By comparing µA and µB, changed pixels are classified
into the positive and negative changed classes. IfµA are larger
than µB, the pixels in the mean-ratio image exhibit negative
values. Therefore Eq. (6) is able to express the positive and
negative changes of the multitemporal images. The same
method is used to modify the log-ratio operator. The formula
for generating log-ratio images is shown as

ILR =

{
log IB − log IA, if IB > IA
−(log IA − log IB), if IA ≥ IB

(7)

and Eq. (7) can be rewritten as

ILR = log
IB
IA

(8)

Obviously, it is easy to get the log-ratio images for con-
taining the positive and negative change information by
removing the absolute value symbol of the above formula

in Eq. (5). If IB is smaller than IA, the pixels in the log-
ratio images exhibit negative values, which represent negative
changes. The process of generation of SAR ratio images for
change detection has the following steps: 1) Image prepro-
cessing is implemented to obtain the SAR images IA and IB,
which mainly includes coregistration, geometric corrections,
and noise reduction. 2) Generate the initiatory SAR ratio
images IMR or ILR using the mean-operator in Eq. (6) or the
log-ratio operator in Eq. (8), respectively.

B. SELECTING THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS
The choice of objective functions should be as contradictory
as possible, which has an important impact on the perfor-
mance of the proposed method. In the multi-objective fuzzy
clustering framework, two conflicting and complementary
indices, called Jm and XB, are used as two optimization
objectives. Jm is the energy function of the standard FCM
algorithm, which is one of the most popular clustering meth-
ods for image segmentation. The energy function Jm of the
standard FCM algorithm for partitioning a data set {xi}Ni=1
into c clusters is described as

Jm =
N∑
i=1

K∑
k=1

umk,iD
2(zk , xi) (9)

where m is a weighting exponent on each fuzzy membership,
N is the number of pixels in the image, K is the number of
clusters with 2 ≤ K ≤ N (K is equal to 3 in this paper), xi is
the ith pixel in the image, uk,i is the degree of membership of
xi in the kth cluster, and D2(zk , xi) = ‖xi − zk‖2 denotes the
distance of point xi from the centre of the kth cluster.

TheXB index is defined as a function of the ratio of the total
variation σ to the minimum separation sep of the clusters.
Here σ and sep are shown as

σ (u, z, x) =
K∑
k=1

N∑
i=1

umk,iD
2(zk , xi) (10)

and

sep(z) = min
i6=j
‖zk − zj‖2 (11)

where ‖·‖ denotes the Euclidean norm. The XB index is then
defined as

XB =
σ (u, z, x)
N × sep(z)

(12)

Note that when the partitioning is compact and the indi-
vidual clusters are well separated, value of σ should be low
while sep should be high, thereby yielding lower values of
XB index.

As mentioned above, it is a hard work to keep trade-off
between robustness to noise and effectiveness of preserving
the details. Hence, a local information index [20] (called LI)
is employed to reduce the effect of speckle noise.

LI =
N∑
i=1

K∑
k=1

∑
j∈Ni,j6=i

1
dij + 1

(1− ukj)m
∥∥xj − vk∥∥2 (13)
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FIGURE 2. Damping extent of the neighboring pixels. (a) 3× 3; (b) 5× 5.

where the ith pixel is the center of the local window, the jth
pixel belongs in the set of the neighbors falling into a window
around the ith pixel (Ni). di,j is the spatial Euclidean distance
between pixel i and j. The damping extent [20] of the neigh-
boring pixels with the size of 3 × 3 and 5 × 5 are shown
in Fig. 2.

The LI index controls the influence of the neighborhood
pixels depending on their distance from the central pixel by
incorporating both local spatial and gray level relationship.
The local gray level relationship not only varies automatically
according to different gray level difference between the pixels
over an image, but also is dependent on their fuzzy member-
ship values. The LI index is used here as the third objective
function to restrain noise in the SAR ratio images.

C. UPDATING THE MEMBERSHIP VALUES
For computing the above objective functions, the cluster cen-
ters encoded in a chromosome are first obtained by evolution-
ary algorithm. In the original multi-objective genetic fuzzy
clustering algorithm, the membership values are computed
as [27]

uki =
1

c∑
j=1

(
‖xi−zk‖2

‖xi−zj‖2

) 1
m−1

(14)

However, due to the incorporation of the LI index, the cal-
culation of the membership partition matrix and the cluster
centers is performed as [20]

uki =
1

K∑
j=1

(
‖xi−vk‖2+Gki
‖xi−vj‖2+Gji

) 1
m−1

(15)

where

Gki =
∑

j∈Ni,j6=i

1
dij + 1

(
1− ukj

)m ∥∥xj − vk∥∥2 (16)

D. UPDATING THE CLUSTER CENTERS BY
EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHM
Real-valued chromosomes representing the coordinates of the
centers of the three classes are used. And a hybrid initial-
ization method based on thresholding is used to generate
the initial populations. A 80% probability of the centers

FIGURE 3. A simulated data set with five pairs of SAR images with
different ENLs (Simulated data set I). (a) and (b): ENL = 1.
(c) and (d): ENL = 2. (e) and (f): ENL = 3. (g) and (h): ENL = 4.
(i) and (j): ENL = 5. (k) The reference image.

encoded in the chromosomes are randomly selected. A 20%
probability of the centers are generated by a thresholding-
based initialization method. In the three-class image change
detection, two decision thresholds T1 and T2 are obtained by
the GGKI algorithm proposed in [18]. Then the values of the
centers are generate between [0,T1], [T1,T2], and [T2,L−1],
respectively.

Conventional single-point crossover operation, applied
stochastically with crossover probability pc, has been per-
formed to generate the new offspring solution from the chro-
mosomes selected in the mating pool. For performing the
mutation, a mutation probability pm has been used. If a
chromosome is selected to be mutated, the gene position that
will undergo mutation is selected randomly. The polynomial
mutation used in NSGA-II is chosen as the mutation oper-
ator. In order to generate the mating pool of chromosomes,
crowded binary tournament selection [43] in NSGA-II is
utilized here. After selection, the selected chromosomes are
put in the mating pool.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS
In this section, two simulated data sets and three SAR images
data sets considered in our experiments are introduced. Then
some evaluation criteria for change detection and parameter
settings for our experiments are described in detail. In the
change detection maps, the positive and negative changed
pixels are labeled with white and black color, respectively.
And the unchanged pixels are labeled with gray color.

A. DATA SETS
The first data set is a simulated data set. Equal number
of looks (ENL) indicates the noise level of SAR images
and lower value of ENL indicates higher noise level. This
data set has five pairs of simulated SAR images with
ENL = 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively. As shown in Fig. 3,
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FIGURE 4. A simulated data set with five pairs of SAR images with
different ENLs (Simulated data set II). (a) and (b): ENL = 1.
(c) and (d): ENL = 2. (e) and (f): ENL = 3. (g) and (h): ENL = 4.
(i) and (j): ENL = 5. (k) The reference image.

FIGURE 5. San Francisco data set. (a) The image acquired in August 2003.
(b) The image acquired in May 2004. (c) The ground truth image.

six geometric figures are shown in these images with different
relations, such as appearing, disappearing and overlapping.
The reference image with three classes is shown in Fig. 3(k).

The second data set is also a simulated data set. This data
set has five pairs of simulated SAR images with ENL =
1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively. As shown in Fig. 4, these
images have different textures. The reference image with
three classes is shown in Fig. 4(k). The first and second data
sets with different characteristics are used here to analyze the
influence of noise level on the change detection results.

The third data set (7713 × 7749) contains a set of SAR
images collected on the city of San Francisco, Califor-
nia. This data set was acquired by the ESA ERS-2 satel-
lite on August 10, 2003 and May 16, 2004. One area of
size 390× 370 is selected as a representative test site. The
available ground truth is generated by integrating prior infor-
mation. The images with photo interpretation are shown
in Fig. 5.
The fourth and fifth data sets used in the experiments

considered of two SAR images acquired by Radarsat-2 at
the area of Yellow River Estuary in China in June 2008 and
June 2009, respectively. The fourth data set (260× 290) with
photo interpretation is shown in Fig. 6. There is no ground
truth image provided for the fifth data set (565× 510), which
is shown in Fig. 7.

FIGURE 6. One area of Yellow River Estuary data set (Yellow River data
set I). (a) The image acquired in June 2008. (b) The image acquired in
June 2009. (c) The ground truth image.

FIGURE 7. One area of Yellow River Estuary data set (Yellow River data
set II). (a) The image acquired in June 2008. (b) The image acquired in
June 2009.

B. EVALUATION CRITERIA AND PARAMETER SETTINGS
To analysis the change detection results quantitatively, here
we give a brief introduction of the evaluation criteria. In SAR
image change detection for two classes, we compare the
reference map with the one generated by a certain approach
to get the number of pixels belonging to unchanged areas but
wrongly detected as changed pixels and of pixels belonging
to changed areas but undetected. We call the two numbers
FA (false alarms) and MA (missed alarms) for short respec-
tively. And in SAR image change detection for three classes,
FA and MA can be further refined by distinguishing the
positive and negative changes. Therefore, positive missed
alarms (PMA), negative missed alarms (NMA), positive false
alarms (PFA), and negative false alarms (NFA) are defined as
follows.

Positive Missed alarms: The number of positive changed
pixels in the reference map that are undetected when com-
pared to the change detection result.

Negative Missed alarms: The number of negative changed
pixels in the reference map that are undetected when com-
pared to the change detection result.

Positive False alarms: The number of positive changed pix-
els in the change detection result that are incorrectly classified
when compared to the reference map.

Negative False alarms: The number of negative changed
pixels in the change detection result that are incorrectly clas-
sified when compared to the reference map.

Therefore the total errors (TE) is the summation of
these alarms. To evaluate the result further, we define the
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percentage correct classification (PCC) as [44]

PCC =
N − PMA− NMA− FFA− NFA

N

and it expresses the correct rate of the result roughly. N is the
number of the pixels of the difference image.

In order to assess the effectiveness of the proposed image
change detection approach (written as MOLIGA), we con-
sider the above data sets and compare the results provided
by the proposed technique with those obtained by four meth-
ods which are widely used in change detection task. The
generalized Gaussian KI (GGKI) thresholding [14], [18]
which select one or two global threshold automatically is a
representative threshold algorithm and successfully used in
SAR image change detection. Moreover, the fuzzy C-means
algorithm (FCM) (serving as a fundamental one) and the
fuzzy local information C-mean algorithm (FLICM) [20]
are used to compare with the proposed algorithm. Further-
more, a multi-objective genetic clustering (MOGA) proposed
in [27] is chosen as a method used to compare with the pro-
posed technique. MOGA and the proposed algorithm are exe-
cuted for 100 generations with fixed population size 100. The
crossover andmutation probabilities are fixed as 0.8 and 0.01.
The best choice for the fuzzy exponent m in FCM, FLICM,
MOGA, and MOLIGA is probably in the interval [1.5,2/5].
In most cases, we set m = 2. The window size used in
FLICM and MOLIGA is not the same in different experi-
ments. If SAR images have much speckle noise, the window
size should be large. In the experiments of Yellow River data
sets, the window size is 5 × 5. And for the other data sets,
the window size is 3 × 3. In the experiments, the algorithms
are carried out independently for thirty times. And the values
of the criteria are the average values.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, the change detection results obtained by five
representative method are given. The results of the experi-
ments are shown in two ways: one is to exhibit the final maps
obtained by the five algorithms, and the other is to provide
some values of criteria to evaluate the final maps.

A. RESULTS ON THE SIMULATED DATA SET I
Fig. 8 shows the change detection results of the simulated data
set I at ENL = 5 by classifying the SAR mean-ratio image
into three classes using five different algorithms. Obviously,
the results obtained by GGKI, FLICM, and MOLIGA are
better than those by FCM andMOGA. FLICM andMOLIGA
are robust to noise by incorporating the local information.
The change detection map obtained by MOGA has less noise
than that by FCM. MOGA provides a set of change detec-
tion results and the user can choose suitable one from them
according to problem requirements. Similarly, MOLIGA has
a better result than FLICMbecauseMOLIGA optimizes three
objectives simultaneously and works well on various data
sets. Change maps of the simulated data set I at ENL= 5 with
log-ratio operator obtained by five algorithms are shown

FIGURE 8. Change detection maps of the simulated data set I at ENL = 5
with the mean-ratio operator obtained by (a) GGKI, (b) FCM, (c) FLICM,
(d) MOGA, and (e) MOLIGA (proposed method). (f) is the reference map.

FIGURE 9. Change detection maps of the simulated data set I at ENL = 5
with the log-ratio operator obtained by (a) GGKI, (b) FCM, (c) FLICM,
(d) MOGA, and (e) MOLIGA (proposed method). (f) is the reference map.

in Fig. 9. The change detection maps obtained by GGKI,
FCM, and MOGA have much noise. However, the back-
ground of the change detection maps obtained by FLICM and
MOLIGA is clear.

The results of the simulated data set I at ENL = 5 are
shown in Table 1. The GGKI method has the largest NMAs
and the FCM algorithm has the largest PFAs. The FCM
algorithms as a fundamental method has the worst results.
The FLICM algorithm has a better performance by incorpo-
rating local spatial and gray level information into the FCM
algorithm. From Table 1 and Fig. 10, the proposed algorithm
has the smallest TEs and the largest PCCs which combines
the respective advantages of the FLICM algorithm and the
MOGA method. We exhibit the values of PCCs at different
ENL values in the form of broken line graph shown in Fig. 11.
When noise level is low, the distinction of the performance of
these algorithms shown in Fig. 11(a) is small. However, PCCs
obtained by GGKI, FCM, and MOGA are much smaller than
others sown in Fig. 11(b). the proposed algorithm has the best
results both in Fig. 11(a) and (b) at different ENLs, i.e. it
works well both in classifying the SAR mean-ratio and log-
ratio images.
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TABLE 1. Comparison of the change detection results of the simulated
data set I at ENL = 5 with five different methods for SAR Mean-ratio and
Log-ratio images.

FIGURE 10. Comparison of results obtained by different methods
according to the values of TE and PCC of the simulated data set I.
(a) shows the average values of TE. (b) shows the average values of PCC.

FIGURE 11. The values of PCC of the simulated data set I obtained by five
methods at different ENLs for (a) mean-ratio image and (b) log-ratio
image.

B. RESULTS ON THE SIMULATED DATA SET II
The experiment on the simulated data set II is exhibited as
well as the previous experiment. The results of the simulated
data set II at ENL= 5 obtained by five algorithms are shown
in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13. As shown in Fig. 12, the change
detection map obtained by the proposed algorithm has less
noise than those obtained by the other four algorithms. From
intuitive vision of Fig. 13, the change detection result in the
upper left corner in (a) is bad compared with the reference
image shown in (f). The FCM algorithm and the MOGA
method are sensitive to noise. The FLICM algorithm and the
proposed method obtain better results than others.

Table 2 shows the results of the simulated data set II at
ENL = 5. The FCM algorithm has the larggest NFAs and
therefore, the PCCs of this method are lowest to 88.11%
and 68.5%. The proposed approach obtains the smallest

FIGURE 12. Change detection maps of the simulated data set II at ENL =
5 with the mean-ratio operator obtained by (a) GGKI, (b) FCM, (c) FLICM,
(d) MOGA, and (e) MOLIGA (proposed method). (f) is the reference map.

FIGURE 13. Change detection maps of the simulated data set II at ENL =
5 with the log-ratio operator obtained by (a) GGKI, (b) FCM, (c) FLICM, (d)
MOGA, and (e) MOLIGA (proposed method). (f) is the reference map.

TABLE 2. Comparison of the change detection results of the simulated
data set II at ENL = 5 with five different methods for SAR Mean-ratio and
Log-ratio images.

TEs (2368 and 4154) and largest PCCs (97.26% and 95.19%).
From Fig. 15, the curves in (b) is more stationary than those
in (a). For SAR mean-ratio images at ENL = 5, all these
methods obtain good results. The proposed algorithm has the
largest PCCs in classifying both SAR mean-ratio and log-
ratio images at different ENLs. To sum up, the proposed
approach fits the situation where the changed areas have
complicated textures.

C. RESULTS ON THE SAN FRANCISCO DATA SET
The results of the experiment on the San Francisco
data set are shown in Fig. 16 and Fig. 17. As shown
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FIGURE 14. Comparison of results obtained by different methods
according to the values of TE and PCC of the simulated data set II.
(a) shows the average values of TE. (b) shows the average values of PCC.

FIGURE 15. The values of PCC of the simulated data set II obtained by
five methods at different ENLs for (a) mean-ratio image and (b) log-ratio
image.

FIGURE 16. Change detection maps of the San Francisco data set with the
mean-ratio operator obtained by (a) GGKI, (b) FCM, (c) FLICM, (d) MOGA,
and (e) MOLIGA (proposed method). (f) is the reference map.

in Fig. 16, many unchanged areas are incorrectly classified
into changed classes compared with the reference image
shown in Fig. 16(f). And in Fig. 17, these methods except the
FCM algorithm have obtained satisfactory results. FLICM
and the proposed algorithm have better results than others as
they incorporate local information which makes a contribu-
tion to reducing the corruption of speckle noise.

As shown in Table 3, for change detection in SAR log-ratio
image, the values of TE and PCC of the proposed method are
a little less than those of FLICM. However, for change detec-
tion in SARmean-ratio image, the proposedmethod aremuch

FIGURE 17. Change detection maps of the San Francisco data set with the
log-ratio operator obtained by (a) GGKI, (b) FCM, (c) FLICM, (d) MOGA,
and (e) MOLIGA (proposed method). (f) is the reference map.

TABLE 3. Comparison of the change detection results of the san francisco
data set with five different methods for SAR Mean-ratio and Log-ratio
images.

FIGURE 18. Comparison of results obtained by different methods
according to the values of TE and PCC of the San Francisco data set I. (a)
shows the average values of TE. (b) shows the average values of PCC.

better than FLICM. Furthermore, the MOGAmethod obtains
a better results than FCM, FLICM, and GGKI because a
number of fuzzy cluster validity indexes are optimized to get a
more suitable partitioning. As shown in Fig. 18, the proposed
algorithm obtains the smallest TEs and the largest PCCs,
which indicates the effectiveness of the proposed technique.

D. RESULTS ON THE YELLOW RIVER DATA SET I
Fig. 19 and Fig. 20 present a visual comparison between the
change detection maps obtained by five different algorithms.
As shown in Fig. 19, all these algorithm obtain abundant
changed areas compared with the ground truth image shown
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FIGURE 19. Change detection maps of the Yellow River data set I with the
mean-ratio operator obtained by (a) GGKI, (b) FCM, (c) FLICM, (d) MOGA,
and (e) MOLIGA (proposed method). (f) is the reference map.

FIGURE 20. Change detection maps of the Yellow River data set I with the
log-ratio operator obtained by (a) GGKI, (b) FCM, (c) FLICM, (d) MOGA,
and (e) MOLIGA (proposed method). (f) is the reference map.

in Fig. 19(f). In the process of generating SAR mean-ratio
images, mean filter is used to smooth speckle noise present
in SAR images. In the mean scale, many pixels are classi-
fied into changed areas. However, the proposed algorithm
still have a better result than others. As shown in Fig. 20,
by incorporating local information into the FCM algorithm,
the change detection results of the FLICM algorithm and the
proposed algorithm are closer to the ground truth image.

From Table 4, for change detection in SAR mean-ratio
image, the proposed algorithm has the smallest NFAs (4129)
and NFAs of the other algorithm are larger than 10000.
Therefore the proposed algorithm has the highest PCC which
verifies the effectiveness of the proposed method. As shown
in Fig. 21, for change detection in SAR log-ratio image,
the FLICM algorithm and the proposed method have almost
the same TEs and PCCs.

E. RESULTS ON THE YELLOW RIVER DATA SET II
The Yellow River Data Set II is more complicated than the
previous data sets. It is difficult to identify the positive and
negative changed areas clearly. This data set has greater

TABLE 4. Comparison of the change detection results of the yellow river
data set I with five different methods for SAR Mean-ratio and Log-ratio
images.

FIGURE 21. Comparison of results obtained by different methods
according to the values of TE and PCC of the Yellow River data set I.
(a) shows the average values of TE. (b) shows the average values of PCC.

FIGURE 22. Change detection maps of the Yellow River data set II with
the mean-ratio operator obtained by (a) GGKI, (b) FCM, (c) FLICM,
(d) MOGA, and (e) MOLIGA (proposed method).

speckle noise, which is hard to obtain good change detec-
tion results. For the Yellow River Data Set II, there is no
ground truth image provided to quantitative measure. Hence,
a visual analysis is used to compare the change detec-
tion results obtained by five algorithms. Fig. 22 shows the
final maps obtained by five algorithms using SAR mean-
ratio image and Fig. 23 presents the change detection maps
with log-ratio operator. The change detection maps obtained
by FCM and MOGA are sensitive to noise, which have
many spots shown in Fig. 22(b), Fig. 22(d), Fig. 23(b),
and Fig. 23(d). The changed areas obtained by the proposed
algorithm shown in Fig. 23(e) is more clear than others.
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FIGURE 23. Change detection maps of the Yellow River data set II with
the log-ratio operator obtained by (a) GGKI, (b) FCM, (c) FLICM, (d) MOGA,
and (e) MOLIGA (proposed method).

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, in order to detect the positive and negative
changes in multitemporal SAR images, change detection in
SAR images is reformulated as a three-class classification
problem. And the widely used mean-ratio and log-ratio oper-
ators are extended to generate three-class SAR ratio images.
In order to classify the SAR ratio images into three classes,
we have presented a multi-objective clustering approach
for three-class SAR image change detection. The proposed
method is robust to speckle noise present in SAR images
by expoliting local spatial and gray level information. Due
to the incorporation of local information, the computational
complexity of the proposed method becomes quite high.
However, experiments on two simulated and three real SAR
data sets have shown the advantage of the proposed method.
In the future, we will explore more objective functions to be
suitable for SAR image change detection and pay interest in
optimizing the search strategy to reduce the time complexity.
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